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FOR
FANS
OF
NICHOLAS
SPARKS...AND MOVING, ROMANTIC,
CHRISTIAN FICTION.PRAISE FOR
THE BOOK...THE BRIDGE was a
wonderful love story that went deeper than
a simple romance. Compelling characters,
and Bergren did a wonderful job of making
her setting every bit as interesting and
important as her characters. The
intertwining of stories from two
generations was masterful. Meaningful
message, but subtle. I didnt want it to end.
--Deborah Raney, bestselling authorThis
book warmed my heart during the snowy
December week I read it. Lisa Bergrens
characters have real problems that we can
identify with. Lisa gives not only her
characters the answer to their problems, but
hope for all of us going through difficulties
in our lives. She weaves the love of God
throughout her story without sounding
preachy. I loved the storys setting. It made
me long for summer and bare feet.
--Shannon M. BohlmanTHE BRIDGE is
everything a Christian novel should be. Its
provocative, and spiritually insightful
without being preachy. The characters
grapple with flesh and blood issues, like
divorce and rejection, and dont come to
cheap, easy answers. Jared and Eden are
fascinating--just when you think you know
what one of them is going to do next they
surprise you. This keeps the pages turning.
The setting of Montana is richly drawn,
lending the book a rare atmospheric
quality. In a way, Montana is almost a
character in itself...The Bridge helped me
make sense of my own story through
in-depth characterizations and a plot rooted
in real life. ---Lorilee Craker, bestselling
author
THE BRIDGE is a powerful
story that addresses the desire to deal with
the past and to cross the bridge that will
lead to the cross of Christ. The story is
filled with real life, real people and real
human need. Meet Jared and Eden and be
amazed by the mercy of God, the power of
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love, and the freedom, given by
redemption, from the past. You will laugh,
you will cry and will end the story with a
sigh of contentment and a deep sense of
Gods
enduring
love.
--Peggy
JacksonFROM THE COVER:Love can
build a bridge.After a tragic accident along
the Swan River took the life of his mother,
young Jared Conway grew up thinking
little of the family he lost. As an adult, he
remains without an anchor. With his
marriage truly over--despite his attempts at
reconciliation with his ex-wife--and his
young son far away at boarding school,
Jared discovers that his success as a
commodities broker has brought him little
inner peace.On impulse he suggests to his
son, Nicolaus, that they go to Montana
over the boys summer break. Jareds plan is
simple: to spend time with his child and to
clean out the cabin he has inherited, in
order to make a quick sale in the hot
real-estate market.But when he gets to the
river in Montana, Jared encounters three
things that will change his life forever: the
forces that have been driving him toward
empty success, love for a spiritually
grounded ceramist named Eden Powell,
and the bridge that will finally lead him
home.
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BBC Two - The Bridge, Series 4, Episode 1 SPOILER ALERT: This is for people watching The Bridge at BBC2 pace.
Dont read on if you havent seen episode one of the fourth series. The Bridge (Scandinavian TV series) - Wikipedia Press
Notes. Synopsis Directors Statement Suicide Barrier Filmmaker Bios Credits Contact Links THE BRIDGE. a film
by Eric Steel. Aubrey + Paul. Henrik continues his investigation into the killing of Margrethe Thormod. The Bridge:
season four review ultra violent, bracing but still The Bridge is an American crime drama television series, developed
by Meredith Stiehm and Elwood Reid, that was broadcast on the FX network, and based on The Bridge: Trailer - BBC
Two - YouTube Spoiler alert: This is for people watching The Bridge at BBC Two pace. Dont read on if you havent
seen episode two of the fourth series and The Bridge Season One (Trailer) - YouTube The body of a woman is found
close to the bridge between Denmark and Sweden. The Bridge (2013 TV series) - Wikipedia Bron/Broen (TV Series
20112018) - IMDb Crime When a body is found on the bridge between Denmark and Sweden, right on the border,
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Danish inspector Martin Rohde and Swedish Saga Noren have to BBC Two - The Bridge, Series 4, Episode 2 Taariq
meets with Morgan Sonning in an attempt to blackmail him for picking up Margrethe Thormod in his car on the day she
was murdered. The Bridge recap: season four, episode six at this stage, no one is - 2 min - Uploaded by MHz
ChoiceTense thriller about two cops, a Dane and a Swede, working together to catch a serial killer The Bridge recap:
season four, episode four more carnage than in 6 days ago A nocturnal skirmish led to an unsettling reminder that in its
final season, The Bridge is playing hardball. BBC Two - The Bridge, Series 4, Episode 4 Do The Crowns Rolls-Royces
match its stately glamour? Are Malteses Alfa Romeos perfect for a sleek but slightly unreliable drama? We take TVs
fleet for a test THE BRIDGE The Bridge. Danish/Swedish crime drama. BBC Two. 4 episodes available. Series 4:
Episode 6. Henrik believes that he has found the connection between all
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